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Abstract (en)
[origin: ES8204849A1] In a spin-stabilized projectile, an improved ignition fuse arrangement for a pyrotechnic ignition charge. The ignition charge is
mounted in a rotor which is movable from a safety position to an armed (active) position. This rotor is held by actuating means in the safety position
and is released by the actuating means and moves to the armed position when the projectile has been subjected to predetermined centrifugal and
inertial forces. The actuating means include biasing means which are biased against the rotor to maintain it in its safety position. The actuating
means also includes at least two release balls which coact with ball support surfaces of a ball support member which are inclined with respect to
the longitudinal axis of the ignition fuse arrangement at least one blocking ball is operatively mounted in the actuating means for blocking at least
one release ball when the projectile is in a non-spinning state and unblocking the release ball when the projectile has reached a predetermined spin
velocity, so that the actuating means move to release the rotor against the action of the biasing means which thereby swings into its armed position.
This blocking ball constitutes a first safety means. A second safety means is provided in the rear part of the ignition fuse arrangement by means of a
massive pin which is slidably mounted in a bore which is parallel but eccentric with respect to the longitudinal axis of the ignition fuse arrangement
and this massive pin is adapted to engage the rotor and maintain it in its safety position and to release the rotor when the massive pin has been
subjected to predetermined inertial forces.
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